
DID YOU READ? 

Compiled by Bob Parry 

''Maps of the mind" by Marc Treib Print XLI:II 
March/ April, 1987, pp.112-117 

"Saul Steinberg's now-classic 'map' of the US as seen 
by a New Yorker has spawned countless imitations, promot
ing these thoughts on cultural bias and geographic 
perception." 

The cover of The New Yorker for March 29, 1976 
presented a New Yorker's sterotypical view of America. 
Treib discusses the cultural symbols contained in this map 
and compares a number of imitations and derivatives, such 
as the Texan view from Houston, which have subsequently 
appeared in other magazines and on posters. "We learn a 
great deal about boosterism, chauvinism and geographical 
attitudes by examining these views." Well illustrated in col
our. 

"Hazard maps in the classroom" by John A. Cross 
Journal of Geography 87(6), 1987, pp.202-211 

Discusses the use of flood-zone, landslide hazard, 
earthquake and volcanic hazard maps within a school teach
ing context. A useful checklist for map curators of USGS 
and other American mapping of this genre. 

''Map use and map alternatives: an experiment in in
traurban navigation" by David M. Mark and 
Matthew McGranaghan The Canadian Cartographer 
32(1), 1988, pp.69-75 

The authors argue that models of spatial learning and 
communication should form the basis for designing auto
mated car navigation aids. "However, published 
descriptions of existing and planned systems indicate an im
plicit assumption that navigation aids should display maps." 
Theory and empirical research both suggest otherwise. 
"Verbal-procedural" directions have proved more effective 
than maps. 

In spite of these contentions the authors fail to find sup
port from their own experiments which involved 
questionnaire surveys of friends attending (having first 
found their way to) a couple of house warming parties! 
Their inconclusive results are almost certainly due to poor 
survey design. 

"A designer's guide to the computerized studio, or, 
how to stop worrying and start exploiting the tools of 
desktop publishing" by Chuck Byrne Print 42(3), 1988, 
pp.128-139 

The Apple Mac again! A graphic designer spent four 
months setting up and evaluating a Mac-based electronic 
studio. 
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"Getting there: an assessment of London Transport's 
endeavour to improve bus passenger information lit
erature for Central London, 1979-1985. Part 2: 
studied reactions" by M. Horne, J. Roberts and D. 
Rose, Information Design Journal 5(2), 1987, pp.87 -110. 

Continuing the long saga of the London Bus Map, in 
this paper "reactions to the new map are described and the 
new design analysed, with an examination of cartographic 
problems such as complex routeing, road naming, railway 
station locations and one-way streets." 

After reviewing the inconclusive market research 
evaluation, the authors subject the Graef/Holmes map to a 
very thorough critical study of their own. 

"It is not clear whether the new Graef/Holmes design 
has actually sold extra bus travel..." 

"Computer generated 3-D maps. Models for learning 
contour map reading" by W.R. Buckler, Journal of 
Geography 87(6), 1988, pp.202-211 

This paper illustrates the use of perspective portrayals 
of contour ma¥ltto aid contour map reading. The software 
was SURFER a menu-driven IBM-compatible PC pack
age from Golden Software, Golden, Colorado. 

"A web for words" by Tom Collings, New Scientist 5th 
November 1988 

This "Inside Science" feature gives a good non-techni
cal description of the raw material and production processes 
of modem papermaking, and the way these contribute to the 
special qualities of different papers. The article also de
scribes new techniques for deacidifying archival books (and 
presumably maps) made from mechanical pulp. The solu
tion to the acidification problem in the future is to use 
long-life paper. "The US has already approved a specifica
tion for a long-life paper. The paper will bear the symbol 
for infmity, . On the other hand, the earliest Chinese papers 
still need no preservation." 

"Papermaking past and present" by G.J.M. Goed
vriend Endeavour 12(1), 1988, pp.38-43 

A similar, but rather more detailed and technical ac
count of both the history and present techniques of 
papermaking, ending with a brief discussion of the problems 
of recycling. 

"The Netherlands is currently the world leader in the 
recycling of paper. At the moment approximately 60 per 
cent of all paper used by private households and industry is 
recycled." 
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"Maps and mapping" Words and Image 4(2), 1988 
. This whole issue of the period~cal is devoted to maps, 

wtth a number of arty essays explonng the cultural symbol
ism of maps. There are plenty of interesting and contentious 
observations to be found if you don't get lost in the excess 
of verbiage! Compulsory reading for those who wish to 
banish art from cartography! 

The essays begin with an excellent study by G.N.G. 
Clarke of "the cartouche as cultural text in eighteenth-cen
tury American maps." Clarke takes Arthur Robinson to task 
for suggesting that ornamental cartouche do not" add to the 
functional quality of a map." Clarke's concern " is to con
sider briefly the status of such decorative art on the map ... , 
and suggest ways in which it is basic to the way maps con
tain, in their 'look', a hierarchy of value: a visual register in 
which a map's cultural meaning is suggested through ... its 
visual calligraphy which declares the map as both cultural 
text and ideological image .... " 

FULL DETAILS FROM 
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For "Inventing America: a model of cartographic semi
osis" by William Boelhower, the following gives a taste: "a 
thematic typology of the image-system of my semiotic 
model would most certainly reveal that with respect to the 
line and the word, the image is the ideal cartographic locus 
for representing the multiverse, the oneiric, the metaphoric, 
the ineffable, the aleatory, the disruptive, the phantasma
goric, the decentred and decentring - all adjectives leading 
to the disestablishment of the Cartesian culture of the map." 

Further essays discuss "The truth in mapping" (includ
ing discussion of Bertram 's fraudulent map of Roman 
Britain), Samuel Butler' fantastic maps, Gerard Manley 
Hopkins and the idea of mapping, and the antiquary and the 
map. Finally, Lucia Nuti provides a vivid discussion of the 
work of Georg Hoefnagel, a supplier and author of many of 
the views in Braun and Hogenberg' Civitates orbis ter
rarum. 
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